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Abstract
This paper addresses the challenges posed by
multi-word adverbs in the context of natural
language parsing, with a specific focus on Por-
tuguese adverbs; e.g. à beça ‘a lot’ and às três
pancadas ‘in a hurry’ or ‘carelessly’. These
adverbs present complex combinatorial cons-
traints and often carry non-compositional, idi-
omatic meanings, making them a significant
hurdle for natural language processing systems.
Recognizing them as distinct lexical units at
an early stage of parsing is crucial. To investi-
gate this issue, we conducted experiments using
a selection of the 300 most frequently occur-
ring multi-word adverbs from the Portuguese
TenTen2020 corpus. We employed two diffe-
rent parsers, one rule-based and one statistical-
based, and presented the results of these ex-
periments. The main goal of this paper is to
advocate for the development of enhanced lexi-
cal resources to facilitate the accurate parsing
of these expressions. This includes broader
lexical coverage of these units and a more de-
tailed syntactic description, particularly about
distinguishing between sentence-external and
sentence-internal modifiers. Furthermore, we
provide an update on an ongoing project aimed
at creating this crucial lexical resource, with a
specific focus on Brazilian Portuguese. Our cur-
rent dataset includes 3,500 compound adverbs,
each annotated with syntactic and semantic in-
formation, and it covers two regional varieties
of Portuguese, namely Brazilian and European
Portuguese.

1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been a significant incre-
ase in research dedicated to the investigation and
analysis of multi-word expressions (MWE) (Ra-
misch, 2015; Constant et al., 2017; Kahane et al.,
2018; Savary et al., 2023; Mel’čuk, 2023), especi-
ally within Natural Language Processing (NLP).

In this study, our focus lies on compound ad-
verbs (Gross, 1986). These are lexical units compo-
sed of multiple words that exhibit constraints on the

syntactic combination of their elements and often
display a degree of semantic non-compositionality.
In other words, the syntactic properties and overall
meaning of a compound adverb cannot be derived
from the properties and meanings of its constituent
elements when considered separately.

Understandably, the absence of comprehensive
descriptions of MWEs may lead certain NLP sys-
tems to tokenize and parse the words in these ex-
pressions as independent lexical units, thereby as-
suming a compositional relationship between the
elements of the expressions. Such an approach can
complicate various NLP tasks (Foufi et al., 2017),
such as machine translation, word-sense disambi-
guation, information retrieval, and more. For ins-
tance, Gonçalves et al. (2020) highlighted several
limitations of existing Portuguese NLP systems
when parsing sentences containing MWEs, inclu-
ding adverbs.

In this article, we present and illustrate some
of the primary challenges involved in identifying
Portuguese adverbial MWEs. We showcase these
challenges through the lens of two Portuguese par-
sers: (a) LX-DepParser (Branco et al., 2014), a
statistically-based parser, developed within the fra-
mework of Universal Dependencies and trained
on the CINTIL corpus (Barreto et al., 2006); and
(b) the STRING processing chain (Mamede et al.,
2012), which employs a rule-based parsing mo-
dule called XIP (Xerox Incremental Parser) (Ait-
Mokhtar et al., 2002) along with its lexical resour-
ces for Portuguese.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents some of the main linguistic aspects about
parsing multi-word adverbs. Section 3 describes
the experimental setup and Section 4 presents the
results and discussions. Finally, Section 5 draws
some conclusions from these experiments and pro-
poses the next steps ahead.



2 Parsing Adverbs: hurdles and
challenges

Adverbs are a complex and multifarious part-of-
speech. (Quirk et al., 1985; Guimier, 1996; Gross,
1996a; Larsen-Freeman and Celce-Murcia, 2016).
However, extant linguistic descriptions, drawing
from several theoretical perspectives, have led to a
certain degree of consensus regarding the prerequi-
sites for their proper parsing. One of these prerequi-
sites is the distinction between the two main types
of adverbs – sentence adverbs and verb modifiers;
see, for example, Mørdrup (1976), among others.
This is not new and has, in fact, an already long
grammatical tradition, including in Portuguese lin-
guistics (Cunha and Lindley Cintra, 1986; Costa,
2008; Bechara, 2012; Paiva Raposo, 2013). In this
paper, we adhere to the Lexicon-Grammar perspec-
tive (Gross, 1996b), as developed in Gross (1986)
for the syntax of adverbs, and, particularly, we
adapted the syntactic-semantic classification propo-
sed by Molinier and Levrier (2000). In particular,
we consider the distinction, as made by the latter
authors, between adverbs functioning as sentence-
external or sentence-internal modifiers.

Sentence-external adverbs simultaneously verify
two conditions:
(1) The adverb can be fronted to the beginning
of the sentence, and the sentence can be put in a
negative form. This test/property demonstrates that
the adverb is out of the scope of a negation adverb,
which directly modifies the predicate, and hence it
modifies the entire sentence. For example, many
conjunctive adverbs (a.k.a. discourse connectives)
link the current sentence to a previous utterance
in the discourse. Thus, they are sentence-external
modifiers, and negation has no bearing on them: No
entanto, o Pedro (não) gosta de futebol ‘However,
Pedro likes/does not like football’.
(2) The adverb cannot undergo extraction with
ser. . .que (a.k.a. clefting); this is a constituency
test that only applies to sentence-internal constitu-
ents. Hence, we observe the unacceptable sequen-
ces: *É no entanto que o Pedro (não) gosta de
futebol ‘It is however that Pedro likes/does not like
football’.

Both properties are necessary and sufficient to
classify no entanto ‘however’, and many other syn-
tactically similar adverbs, as a sentence-external
modifiers.

Conversely, adverbs that do not simultaneously
satisfy both properties are considered sentence-

internal modifiers, having their scope on a specific
sentence constituent, typically a verb. A common
scenario is when a manner adverb modifies a verb,
as in: O Pedro contactou telefonicamente o João
‘Pedro contacted João by phone’, as its syntactical
behavior sharply contrasts with that of sentence-
external modifiers. In this case, we can confirm the
unacceptability of the sequence when the first test
is applied, while the sentence is deemed acceptable
on the second test: (i) *Telefonicamente, o Pedro
não contactou o João ‘By phone, Pedro did not
contact João’, and (ii) Foi telefonicamente que o
Pedro contactou o João ‘It was by phone that Pedro
contacted João’. For a comprehensive classifica-
tion of Portuguese multi-word adverbs, please refer
to references (Palma, 2009; Català et al., 2020;
Müller et al., 2022; Müller et al., 2023).

In addition to this broader classification, we
would like to highlight a special sub-class of
sentence-internal adverbs known as focus adverbs
(Baptista and Català, 2009), such as em espe-
cial/especialmente ‘especially’. In this case, the
adverb places focus on a specific sentence consti-
tuent: O Pedro gosta em especial/especialmente
de chocolates ‘Pedro especially likes chocolates’.
Consequently, the adverb cannot be extracted se-
parately, as demonstrated by the unacceptable se-
quence: *É em especial/especialmente que o Pedro
gosta de chocolates ‘It is especially that Pedro li-
kes chocolates’. Instead, it can be extracted along
with the constituent it focuses on, as seen in the ac-
ceptable construction É em especial/especialmente
de chocolates que o Pedro gosta ‘It is especially
chocolates that Pedro likes’.

Regarding parsing, and specifically depen-
dency parsing, the type of adverb (sentence-
external/internal, focus) plays a crucial role in deter-
mining the syntactic dependencies between the ad-
verb and the sentence’s elements. Sentence-internal
adverbs typically modify the sentence’s verb. A
simplified representation could be contactar ‘con-
tact’ > MOD > telefonicamente ‘by phone’. The
direction of the dependency is a matter of forma-
lism, not a significant conceptual difference. Howe-
ver, when it comes to sentence-external adverbial
modifiers, as they modify the entire sentence rather
than just one of its constituents, it is not entirely ac-
curate to parse them as modifying the verb, or any
other element within the sentence, for that matter.

Many parsers establish a ROOT node, serving
as the starting point for constructing the depen-



dency graph of the entire sentence. It is possi-
ble that either this ROOT node or an analogous
intermediate node, representing the entire sentence,
could be considered as the point to which the
sentence-external adverbial modifier may be con-
nected. Hence, for the sentence No entanto, o Pedro
não gosta de futebol ‘However, Pedro does not like
football’, either ROOT > MOD > no entanto (or
another representation with an intermediate node
instead of ROOT), should be used. This is the so-
lution proposed in this paper. On the contrary, the
more common representation gosta > MOD > no
entanto does not seem adequate.

In the context of focus adverbs, it appears
more suitable to parse them as modifying the he-
adword of the constituent they emphasize. For
example, in the sentence O Pedro gosta em espe-
cial/especialmente de chocolates ‘Pedro especially
likes chocolates’, the dependency chocolates >
MOD > em especial/especialmente is considered a
more appropriate representation than gosta > MOD

> em especial/especialmente. An alternative repre-
sentation could also place the MOD relation on the
preposition introducing the prepositional phrase,
but here, we consider the head of the constituent as
the more fitting target for the dependency. Further-
more, the focusing nature of the modification could
be made explicit in the arc label (e.g. MOD:FOCUS).
This corresponds to ADVMOD:EMPH in UD. This
is also the solution proposed in one of the parsers
used in this paper.

Next, we outline the experiments performed to
assess the lexical coverage and parsing strategies of
two parsers using a set of straightforward sentences
extracted from a sizable corpus.

3 Method

3.1 Syntactic Lexicon of Compound Adverbs

Our current investigation consists of building a
lexicon of multi-word (or compound) adverbs in
Portuguese. The primary objective is to identify,
classify, and describe compound adverbs in Bra-
zilian Portuguese, based on their lexical-syntactic
properties, following a similar study conducted by
Palma (2009) for European Portuguese, and revisi-
ted by Català et al. (2020). We adopt the Lexicon-
Grammar theoretical framework proposed by Gross
(1986). Furthermore, we have adopted the adver-
bial syntactic-semantic classification proposed by
Molinier and Levrier (2000) for the French, deri-
ved adverbs ending in -ment as the base for the

linguistic description of the compound adverbs in
Portuguese (Table 1). So far, approximately 3,500
adverbial expressions have been collected and des-
cribed. Many of these expressions are common to
both Brazilian (PT-BP) and European Portuguese
(PT-PT), while some are specific to each variety.

To determine which expressions would be rele-
vant to our study, we established the following (non
mutually exclusive) criteria (Müller et al., 2023).
(1) We focus mainly on idiomatic adverbial cons-
tructions, that is semantically non-compositional
adverbial idioms (e.g. PBPedro fez isso com um pé
nas costas ‘Pedro did it with one foot on his back’).
Such expressions exhibit a certain degree of formal
internal fixedness, presenting restrictions on (i) the
permutation of coordinated elements; (ii) the gen-
der and/or number variation of its elements; (iii)
the substitution of its elements with synonyms or
antonyms; (iv) the insertion of free determiners or
modifiers; (v) the deletion of some of the elements.
For lack of space, examples can be gleaned from
Müller et al. (2023).
(2) We also include multiword adverbial construc-
tions morphologically, syntactically and semanti-
cally (i.e. transformationally) equivalent to a single
word adverb, e.g. geralmente ‘generally’, em geral
‘in general’.
(3) While certain adverbial constructions that allow
some degree of variation in their components e.g.
a certa altura ‘at a certain point’, which allows va-
riation of the demonstrative pronouns a esta / essa
/ aquela altura ‘at this / that / that point’; as these
variations are, in most cases, grammatical and pre-
dictable, they are represented as local grammars,
and only one entry is registered in the main lexicon.
(4) Some idiomatic temporal expressions, e.g. no
tempo das vacas gordas/magras lit. ‘in the time
of the fat/thin cows’ ‘in the good/bad times’, were
included, while most temporal-denoting named en-
tities (Maurício, 2011) were ignored.
(5) Idiomatic fixed comparative constructions that
are unique to the Brazilian variety como o di-
abo gosta lit.‘like the devil likes’ ‘well’, since
other comparative frozen constructions have alre-
ady been described by Ranchhod (1991).

On the other hand, the study excludes (1) prepo-
sitional and conjunctional constructions. Some
of these expressions may have adverbial value;
however, they select (distributionally) free ele-
ments/complements, e.g. ao som de_as ondas/a
viola/o mar/o vento ‘to the sound of the waves/the



Class Example EP BP EP-BP Total %
PC (conjunctive) afinal de contas ’after all’ 15 93 122 230 0.07%
PS (disjunctive of style) com toda a franqueza ’in all honesty’ 4 27 27 58 0.02%
PA (disjunctive of attitude) em geral ’in general’ 2 28 35 65 0.02%
MV (manner) por amor à pátria ’for love of country’ 274 963 927 2164 0.62%
MS (subject-oriented manner) de boa fé ’in good faith’ 9 36 63 108 0.03%
MT (time) ao romper do dia ’at the break of day’ 55 206 251 512 0.15%
MP (point of view) na prática ’in practice’ 0 2 2 4 0.00%
MQ (quantitative) aos montes ’in abundance’ 13 90 66 169 0.05%
MF (focalizer) em especial ’especially’ 1 7 11 19 0.01%
ML (locative) nos confins do mundo ’at the ends of the earth’ 7 102 72 181 0.05%

382 1.556 1.576 3.510

Tabela 1: Current distribution of syntactic-semantic classes in the lexicon-grammar of Portuguese adverbs.

guitar/the sea/the wind’. (2) adverbial construc-
tions associated with predicative nouns and the
support verb estar ‘to be’, [estar] com a corda no
pescoço ‘with the rope around one’s neck’. Most
of these constructions and expressions were previ-
ously studied by Ranchhod (1990).

It is crucial to clarify that the multi-word adverb
lexicon is part of our ongoing research and is still
in development and, therefore, subject to further re-
finement and expansion. Distribution of the dataset
through an appropriate repository or platform is en-
visaged, to ensure that it is accessible to researchers
interested in this area.

The current distribution of the syntactic-
semantic classes in the lexicon-grammar of Por-
tuguese is shown in Table 1. In this Table, Px clas-
ses (top tier) correspond to sentence-external ad-
verb modifiers, while Mx classes (bottom tier) are
sentence-internal adverbs. The further subclassifi-
cation of these classes was omitted here. Beyond
the classification proposed by Molinier and Levrier
(2000), we introduced an additional category: the
locatives (ML). While locatives are not novel in
the realm of adverbial descriptions, they were no-
tably absent from the authors’ syntactic-semantic
classification scheme.

For this study, we selected a sample of approxi-
mately 300 multi-word adverbs, previously assem-
bled for another study (Muller et al., 2023), consis-
ting in the most frequently expressions occurring
in two corpora: (i) the CETEMPúblico corpus (Ro-
cha and Santos, 2000)1; and the Corpus Brasileiro
(Sardinha, 2010)2. These include both ambiguous
adverbs, e.g., com certeza (PA) ‘for sure’, e.g. Com
certeza, o Pedro não foi à festa ‘Pedro certainly

1https://www.linguateca.pt/CETEMPublico/
2https://www.linguateca.pt/acesso/corpus.php?

corpus=CBRAS

didn’t go to the party’. and non-ambiguous ad-
verbs, e.g. no entanto (PC), ‘however’. The selec-
tion also encompasses sentence-internal modifiers,
e.g., à beça (MQ) ‘a lot’, às três pancadas (MV)
lit. ‘with three strokes’ ‘recklessly’, as well as
sentence-external modifiers, e.g., a mais das vezes
(PA) ‘most of the times’3.

It’s worth noting that depending on the Portu-
guese variety (Brazilian or European), some ad-
verbs may even exhibit ambiguity concerning their
internal or external scope, as can be seen with de
repente (MV) ‘suddenly’ (common in both PT-PT
and PT-BR) or ‘eventually’ (PA) (only in PT-BR).

The frequency of these adverbs was then deter-
mined in the very large-sized Portuguese PtTenTen
2020 corpus (Kilgarriff et al., 2014; Wagner Fi-
lho et al., 2018), accessible via the Sketch Engine
platform, and separately for each variety of the lan-
guage in the corresponding partition of the corpus.

A very high Pearson correlation (ρ = 0.978) was
found to exist between the frequency of these ex-
pressions in the corpora CETEMPúblico and Cor-
pus Brasileiro corpora. A similarly high value
(ρ = 0.967) was found when comparing the fre-
quency of these expressions in the two partitions of
the Portuguese TenTen 2020 corpus. Finally, when
comparing the frequency of these expressions in
the smaller corpora (CETEMPúblico and Corpus
Brasileiro) with the corresponding frequency on
each variety partition in the larger Portuguese Ten-
Ten 2020 corpus, similar and very high Pearson
correlation values were found (ρ = 0.974 for the
Portuguese corpora, and ρ = 0.974 for the Brazilian
corpora). These correlation values indicate that
the distribution of the expressions was similar not

3The codes inside brackets indicate the syntactic-semantic
class of the adverb. Refer to Table 1 for an overview.

https://www.linguateca.pt/CETEMPublico/
https://www.linguateca.pt/acesso/corpus.php?corpus=CBRAS
https://www.linguateca.pt/acesso/corpus.php?corpus=CBRAS


only across language varieties but also across the
different-sized corpora.

From the concordances of the multi-word ad-
verbs, the Good Dictionary Examples extraction
tool (GDEX) (Kilgarriff et al., 2008)4 was then
used to select the highest-ranking examples accor-
ding to the sorting criteria of that tool. For example,
for the adverb à beça (PT-BR, MQ) ‘a lot’, one
finds the sentence: Aquilo estava me divertindo à
beça e eu não queria perder outras oportunidades
‘That was amusing me a lot, and I didn’t want to
miss other opportunities’. The examples were then
edited to make them as short as possible, without
affecting their overall intelligibility or the function
of the adverbs in them.5 Thus, for example, the
previous sentence was shortened, by removing the
second coordinated sentence, yielding: Aquilo es-
tava me divertindo à beça lit.‘That was amusing
me a lot’, ‘I was having a blast’. A full stop was
also inserted at the end when missing.

3.2 Parsers
This list of curated examples was then used for
the experiments with the two selected Portuguese
parsers. These parsers are presented below.

The LX-DepParser6 is a model that has been
trained specifically on Portuguese data, namely,
the CINTIL-UDep treebank (Barreto et al., 2006)7.
According to the parser’s documentation, this tre-
ebank comprises 22,118 sentences and 250,056
word tokens.

Regarding the handling of multi-word expressi-
ons (MWE), the parser’s handbook (Branco et al.,
2014, p.12) appears to exclusively address pro-
per names and ‘cardinals’ (i.e. cardinal num-
bers). The components within these expressions
are connected through specific dependencies, N

and CARD, respectively. However, it seems that
various other multi-word expressions are also iden-
tified as MWEs. Their elements are linked by the
dependency FIXED. No information about this
dependency was provided in the documentation.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1, corresponding to the
parse of the sentence Por enquanto, os proble-
mas registados foram apenas pontuais ‘For now,
the recorded issues have been only isolated’. In

4https://www.sketchengine.eu/guide/gdex/
5The list of testing examples can be retrieved from: https:

//string.hlt.inesc-id.pt/wiki/Compound_Adverbs
6https://portulanclarin.net/workbench/

lx-depparser/
7https://hdl.handle.net/21.11129/

0000-000B-D2FE-A

this parse tree, one finds below the sentence (cen-
ter layer) the part-of-speech (PoS) of the tokeni-
zed items (e.g. DET=determiner, NOUN, VERB,
ADJ=adjective, SCONJ=subordinate conjunction,
and PUNCT=punctuation). Prepositions introdu-
cing phrases are marked as ADP (definition not
found in the documentation). Below the words’
PoS, one finds the corresponding lemmata. Con-
cerning the (relevant) syntactic dependencies, the
elements of the compound adverb por enquanto
‘for now’ are linked by FIXED, and another FIXED

dependency links the adjective pontuais ‘isolated’
(the topmost predicative element of the sentence)
to the MWE initial preposition por lit. ‘by’. Note
that another adverb, apenas ‘only’, is linked to the
adjective using the ADVMOD (adverbial modifier)
dependency (this dependency seems not to be ex-
plained in the documentation consulted).

To sum up, this suggests that the parser identifies
adverbial MWEs but only at the dependency level,
employing the labeled arc FIXED to connect their
components and also to associate the topmost pre-
dicative element with the MWE expression. Other
adverbs are linked by way of an ADVMOD depen-
dency.

The STRING processing pipeline (Mamede
et al., 2012)8 uses the rule-based Xerox Incremen-
tal Parser (XIP)(Ait-Mokhtar et al., 2002) as its par-
sing module. The parser acts on the output of the to-
kenizer and lemmatizer module (LexMan)(Vicente,
2013), and benefits from the system’s rich, fine-
grained, and large-sized, lexical resources9. These
include an initial lexicon of 2,100 multi-word ad-
verbs, taken from (Palma, 2009), and subsequently
updated. Crucially, however, it does not yet include
the larger lexicon of 3,500 multi-word adverbs, pre-
sented in 3.1. Still, as the most commonly used
adverbs are frequent in both varieties of Portuguese,
they had already been integrated into the STRING
lexicon, before these experiments.

First, the parser splits the sentence into chunks.
These are elementary constituents such as NP
(noun phrase), AP (adjectival phrase), ADVP (ad-
verbial phrase), and so on. It also determines their
respective heads. Fig. 2 illustrates the chunking
tree for the sentence mentioned earlier. The same
chunking structure is presented in linear form in the
final line of the sentence’s parse. Notably, the multi-
word adverb por enquanto ‘for now’ is correctly

8https://string.hlt.inesc-id.pt/
9https://string.hlt.inesc-id.pt/w/index.php/

Dictionaries

https://www.sketchengine.eu/guide/gdex/
https://string.hlt.inesc-id.pt/wiki/Compound_Adverbs
https://string.hlt.inesc-id.pt/wiki/Compound_Adverbs
https://portulanclarin.net/workbench/lx-depparser/
https://portulanclarin.net/workbench/lx-depparser/
https://hdl.handle.net/21.11129/0000-000B-D2FE-A
https://hdl.handle.net/21.11129/0000-000B-D2FE-A
https://string.hlt.inesc-id.pt/
https://string.hlt.inesc-id.pt/w/index.php/Dictionaries
https://string.hlt.inesc-id.pt/w/index.php/Dictionaries


Figura 1: LX-Dep Parser: Parse tree of sentence with the compound adverb por enquanto ‘for now’.

TOP
+--------+-----------+-----------------+----------+-------------+-----------+
| | | | | | |

ADVP PUNCT NP AP VCOP AP PUNCT
+ + +---------+ + + +---------+ +-
| | | | | | | | |

ADV , ART NOUN PASTPART VERB ADV ADJ .
+ + +- +- +- + +
| | | | | | |

Por enquanto os problemas registrados foram apenas pontuais

MAIN(pontuais)
VDOMAIN(foram,foram)
DETD(problemas,os)
SUBJ_PRE(foram,problemas)
PREDSUBJ(foram,pontuais)
ATTRIB(problemas,pontuais)
MOD_POST(problemas,registrados)
MOD_PRE_FOCUS(pontuais,apenas)
MOD_PRE(foram,Por enquanto)
MOD(Por enquanto , os problemas registrados foram apenas pontuais . outro,Por enquanto)
NE_T-REF-SIMULT_T-REF-ENUNC_TEMPO_T-DATE(Por enquanto)
0>TOP{ADVP{Por enquanto} , NP{os problemas} AP{registrados} VCOP{foram} AP{apenas pontuais} .}

Figura 2: STRING: Parse tree of sentence with the compound adverb por enquanto ‘for now’.

identified, along with the simple focus adverb ape-
nas ‘only’. Both adverbs constitute the heads of
their respective ADVP chunk.

Next, the parser proceeds to extract syntactic
dependencies between the heads of these chunks.
The extracted dependencies are listed below the
parse tree. The feature _PRE on a dependency
indicates that the dependent element precedes the
governor, while _POST signifies the opposite linear
word order.

Focusing on the relevant dependencies (MOD,
modifier), we find a MOD_PRE_FOCUS relation
between the adjective pontuais ‘isolated’ and the
adverb apenas ‘only’, denoting the focus modifier
function of this adverb on the adjective.

Furthermore, the sentence-external scope of the
adverb por enquanto ‘for now’ is also represented
by a MOD dependency (but without additional featu-
res). This dependency connects the entire sentence
as the governor and the adverb as the dependent.
The temporal aspect of this adverb is also captu-
red through a named entity (NE) dependency, as
described in (Maurício, 2011). A keen-eyed reader
may have noticed an inaccurate, duplicated MOD

dependency (a false positive) between this adverb

and the copula verb. We will address this issue later
in the discussion.

To summarize, this indicates that the parser cor-
rectly identifies adverbial multi-word adverbs right
at the lexical level, and it constructs appropriate ad-
verbial phrase (ADVP) chunks. When the adverb
serves as a sentence-internal modifier, it is linked
to its governor by an appropriate MOD dependency,
much like any other adverbial phrase. In the case of
focus adverbs, a specific _FOCUS feature is added
to that dependency. When the adverb functions as
a sentence-external modifier, another MOD depen-
dency is extracted, with the entire sentence as the
governor, approximating the syntactic function of
this type of modifier.

4 Results

This section presents the results of the parsing ex-
periments using the two parsers presented above to
parse the testing sentences described in 3.1.

To ensure clarity when evaluating the two par-
sers, we establish the following criteria:
adverb: This criterion signifies that the parser has
successfully recognized the given string as a multi-
word adverb. In the case of the Lx-DepParser,



Lx-DepParser STRING
Result adverb label target adverb label target
correct 18 32 140 208 234 186
incorrect 280 266 158 89 71 77
accuracy 6% 11% 47% 70% 77% 71%

Tabela 2: Results. Comparison between 2 parsers: multi-word adverb identification, dependency label and target
node.

this corresponds to the extraction of a sequence
of FIXED dependencies that connect all the ele-
ments of the expression, as illustrated in Fig. 1. For
the STRING parser, the entire multi-word adverb
forms an ADV node, which serves as the head of
an ADVP chunk, as demonstrated in Fig. 2. In
the case of temporal named expressions (TIMEX),
instead of a multi-word adverb, a named entity is
extracted (Maurício, 2011).
label: This parameter indicates that an appropriate
label has been assigned to the arc linking the ad-
verb (or the head of the adverbial phrase) and its
governor. For the Lx-DepParser, this is a FIXED

dependency to the ADP node. For the STRING
parser, this is a MOD dependency linked to the head
of the ADVP chunk.
target: This criterion confirms that the dependency
accurately connects the adverb to the designated
governor node. In the case of the Lx-DepParser,
this corresponds to the extraction of FIXED, an OBL,
or an ADVMOD dependency between the ADP node
and the main verb (irrespective of the sentence-
internal/external status of the modifier). For the
STRING parser, this consists of the MOD depen-
dency linking to the main predicate, when dea-
ling with sentence-internal modifiers, or to the root
NODE, representing the entire sentence, in the case
of sentence-external modifiers.

Results are presented in Table 2 and showcase
the performance of each parser in the identification
of multi-word adverbs and the syntactic dependen-
cies they establish.

The LXDep parser identified 18 instances (6%)
as fixed expressions. On the other hand, most of
the remaining multi-word adverbs were parsed as
a string of individual tokens, as ordinary preposi-
tional phrases. The initial preposition is tagged as
an ADP, a notation explained in the documentation
as corresponding to an “adverb phrase”. Often, ins-
tead of an advmod dependency, an obl (=oblique)
dependency is extracted. This seems to indicate
that the string of words forming the compound ad-

verb is parsed in the same way as ordinary adverbial
adjuncts.

Thus, the parser’s output suggests that while the
parser can recognize adverbial constructs, distin-
guishing between simple and compound adverbs
remains a challenge to the model, probably be-
cause these multi-word frozen/idiomatic expressi-
ons have not been annotated as such in the learning
corpus.

Simultaneously, 32 (11%) of the dependencies
were categorized as modifiers, while 140 (47%) of
the dependencies accurately established connecti-
ons to the intended verbs, indicating a syntactic
relationship between the elements. Furthermore,
the system encountered challenges in parsing 7
sentences from the testing set. These sentences fea-
tured expressions such as: a torto e a direito ‘left
and right’, a pouco e pouco ‘little by little’, daqui a
pouco ‘in a while’, de uma vez por todas ‘once and
for all’, no entanto ‘however’, de maneira geral ‘in
a general way’, and por um acaso ‘by chance’. We
have made several experiments with this small sub-
set of sentences, moving the adverbial expression
to the front of the sentence, or inserting commas
to separate it from the remaining elements of the
sentence, ensuring that the overall meaning was not
affected nor their authenticity. This, however, did
not change the result.

The STRING parser, in turn, exhibits a contras-
ting performance. It successfully identified 208
(70%) compound adverbs, labeling 234 (77%) of
their arcs as modifiers, including 4 out of 7 focus
adverbs correctly signaled by the _FOCUS feature
on the MOD dependency. Additionally, the system
also demonstrated high accuracy in linking the ad-
verb to the appropriate target verb (186 instances,
71%). However, in 39 cases, two dependencies
were extracted, one targeting the main verb and
another one modifying the entire sentence. This
happens when the adverb is at the beginning of
the sentence, usually detached by a comma. De-
pending on the type of adverb involved, only one



of the two analyses is correct, which corresponds
either way to both having a true-positive and a
false-positive.

In cases where the adverb was not detected (89
instances, constituting 30% of the total), a MOD de-
pendency was still extracted 27 times (8.9%), and
in 24 cases (7.9%), the dependency was correctly
linked to the target node. The number of total false-
negative results (56, 18.4%) remains significant.

For instance, consider the sentence Ao fim e ao
cabo, uma imagem pode desencadear sentidos ‘Af-
ter all, an image can trigger meanings’. The multi-
word adverb ao fim e ao cabo (PC) ‘in the end/after
all’ was not identified, resulting in the sequence
being chunked as two coordinated prepositional ph-
rases (PP). However, no dependency was extracted
from either of the PPs.

In 8 cases, instead of the adverb, the system only
captured a temporal named entity (NE). These are:
a cada instante ‘at every moment‘, a seu tempo
‘in due time‘, ao anoitecer ‘at nightfall‘, ao entar-
decer ‘at dusk‘, no dia anterior ‘on the previous
day‘, no último minuto ‘in the last minute‘, nos
dias de hoje ‘in today’s times‘, num determinado
momento ‘at a specific moment‘. This result is tied
to the approach taken by Maurício (2011), whe-
rein the system is configured to conduct regular
tokenization without forming compound words in
the case of named entities (NE) denoting tempo-
ral expressions. This strategy aims to facilitate a
standardized (or normalized) representation of the
temporal values conveyed by these expressions.

While this approach appears suitable for expres-
sions like a cada instante ‘every time’ or nos dias
de hoje ‘these days’, the interpretations of a seu
tempo ‘on its own time’ and no último minuto ‘at
the last minute’ are potentially ambiguous, even
if the idiomatic sense is the preferred one. On the
other hand, the sequences no dia anterior ‘on the
previous day’ and num determinado momento ‘at a
certain moment’ are indeed compositional.

Even in cases involving temporal-denoting na-
med entities, only 2 dependencies, with a seu tempo
and nos dias de hoje, were not accurately labeled,
and 5 dependencies failed to target the appropri-
ate node. Considering these cases within Table 2,
STRING’s overall accuracy would exhibit a margi-
nal 0.6% improvement.

5 Conclusion and future work

This study provides a comprehensive examination
of the complexities inherent to natural language
parsing when confronted with multi-word adverbs,
specifically in Portuguese. The primary contribu-
tion of this research lies in the development of
a computational lexicon comprising 3,500 com-
pound (multi-word) adverbial expressions, predo-
minantly idiomatic, and enriched with syntactic-
semantic information. This information encom-
passes their sentence-internal/external modifying
functions, coupled with diatopic information spe-
cifying their prevalent usage in either the Brazilian
or the European Portuguese varieties.

Our experiments, which utilized the 300 most
frequently occurring multi-word adverbs from the
Portuguese TenTen2020 corpus, indicate that recog-
nizing these adverbs as distinct lexical units early in
the parsing process is essential for the effectiveness
of NLP systems.

The comparison between the LXDepParser and
the STRING parser provided different insights into
the approaches to parsing multi-word expressions.
The poorer results of the first, against the better per-
formance of the second, seem to confirm the posi-
tion statement of Savary et al. (2019), that “without
lexicons, multiword expression identification will
never fly”.

The results, however, demonstrated that even for
STRING there is still room for improvement, and
we hope that our ongoing project to develop a com-
prehensive lexical resource of multi-word adverbs
for Brazilian Portuguese, currently with 3,500 en-
tries, may contribute to improving the processing
of these adverbial expressions.

Future work involves the integration of the Bra-
zilian Portuguese multi-word adverbial expressions
into the lexicon of the STRING system; providing
information on the distribution of the entries in
each variety, taken from the Portuguese TenTen
2020 corpus; and revising and correcting part of
the parser’s rule system to improve the accuracy of
the syntactic dependency extraction module.
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